Dear Beautiful Soul:
Creativity is such a mystical, mysterious thing. But we tend to forget
that sometimes.
It’s easy to get stuck in the belief that it’s all about the final product
and we have to be constantly creating.
This book is all about exploring the different ways creativity shows up
in our lives, how it flows through us, and so much more.
Let it be a guide to opening your heart, and an invitation to explore
the ways in which creativity shows up for YOU.
With love,

---------------------------------------------------------------

“The object isn’t to make art,
it’s to be in that wonderful state
which makes art inevitable.”
~ Robert Henri
---------------------------------------------------------------
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Creativity is Not a Stone
I haven’t painted anything in over two weeks. What’s wrong with
me? Why can’t I get it together? I wonder how she can create so
much and still blog and take care of her kids.
These are thoughts that passed through my mind when I wasn’t
creating something. I used to beat myself up for not creating as often
as I see others online do. I was caught in the comparison trap and
didn’t even know it.
Our fast paced society places its value on product – the final
result. It’s all about: create, create, produce! It has shaped a vision of
what things are “supposed” to look like and it couldn’t be further from
the truth.
In fact, we have it all wrong. We’re missing the big picture. We’re
missing out on the entire process, on the wondrous journey. We are
missing out on our lives.

There is so much more to creativity than just
banging out products.
It’s full of mysticism, ready to be explored and acknowledged. The
creative process flows and shifts, like water. It’s not this hard, cleancut thing.
Creativity is not a stone.
It takes on many forms. It heals, it transforms, it opens up your heart, it
creates a pathway to your intuition… into your soul.
This creative source flows through you in more ways than just produc-
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ing. Ideas incubate, inspiration is gathered, supplies are organized.
But even after the creative thinking takes flight and you move into
creating, the creative process continues to move through you. The
work gets documented, shared, and reflected upon.
Each of these phases of the creative process are worthy of recognition. And once I realized this, everything changed for me; I reduced
the internal comparison chatter and eased up on the harsh self-judgment.
After all:

We all have our own way of creating.

Turns out, there’s nothing wrong with me, the way I create, or how I
produce my work. I enjoy some of the other phases more so than the
actual creating; because… I’m a gatherer. I love to gather inspiration
and research. I can spend months – even years – nurturing an idea.
When I honor this, I honor my natural creative process and embrace
the creative spirit in all of its fluid ways, releasing the guilt of not creating constantly. Instead, I can confidently move forward, aware that
I’m still doing important creative work even when I’m not in the producing phase.
We are all beautifully unique. Even in how creativity flows through us.
And when we get intimate with it, we can freely embark on our individual creative journey.

10 Ways to be Creative
Without Creating
#1. Go on an inspiration hunt.
#2. Brainstorm a list of creative projects or

mediums you would love to try.

#3. Learn about a new medium you’ve never
tried before.

#4. Journal about your creative journey and

how you’ve got to where you are today as an artist
or creative.

#5. Reflect on past creations - Look through your

past creations and reflect on how you have grown.

#6. Take or gather photos of past creations

that represent each stage of your artist’s journey.

#7. Find a new way to share your work with the

world, a group, or even just a friend.

#8. Start an inspiration journal and document

your ideas and things that catch your eye throughout
the day.

#9. Daydream - Lay to rest somewhere comfortable,

and daydream. What fantastical story can you create?

#10. Play an imaginary game with your kids -

One idea is to take a walk in the woods and pretend
you’re on a hunt for where the fairies live.

Letting it Flow

a peek into my natural process
She had been dropping hints that she wanted me to paint her
something for her living room wall… but what she didn’t know, is that
it would be years before she would have it in hand.

You see, unlike other artists who can whip out
painting after painting, my process is a bit
slower paced.
For this one? Five years to be exact.
Once the idea of painting a canvas for her was planted in my head,
my creative process had begun. But instead of jumping right into it, I
let it mull around in my head for some time. I knew I wanted to create
something that would capture her essence, and that… would take
some planning.
My friend Tracy’s home is adorned with tropical, beachy items. Her
heart belongs to the sea. So it was no question that this painting
would have something to do with waves. That was obvious to me.
The rest, however, was a mystery at this point.
So I let that little seed of an idea germinate in the back of my mind
as I went about my other creative projects and daily life. Every so
often I would naturally come across inspiring photos, paintings, or
other imagery of the ocean and I would collect them; letting them
nurture the seed.
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It took about two years of gathering and nurturing this little idea
before this slow, natural flow built up to a rush of excitement with the
final vision.
One day, I came across a painting someone else had done and it
immediately gelled all my ideas and inspiration into a vision I could
grasp. This new clarity on what I wanted to do really got me excited!
Energy was rushing through me, and I had to move quickly. All of my
attention was now on this painting and gathering my supplies so I
could begin.
I spent days immersed in poems about water, waves, and the
ocean… as I knew I wanted the first layer to be something written
across the canvas.
Once I finally gathered everything I needed, the actual creation didn’t take long
at all. I knew exactly what I wanted to do.
The vision wasn’t detailed, as perhaps a
landscape painting would be, but I could
see what I wanted the overall feeling to
be. The colors, the layers, the movement.

I turned up the music, and
danced my way into the
painting… letting my body
take over.
I experimented with different layering and texture techniques, but I
stayed true to my vision and stayed fully in the flow. A few days
later… I felt it come to completion.
But the entirety of the creative process wasn’t finished quite yet.
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It was nearing the end of the year 2012, so instead of bringing it right
over to her house, I decided to take my time photographing it, then
wrap it up and save it ‘till Christmas. I get really excited about sharing
my work with others; it’s one of my favorite pieces of the creative
process… so being able to give it as a surprise gift for Christmas was
going to be huge. She had no idea it was coming after all the years
of begging for a painting!
I kept it secret for many weeks, which killed me because I couldn’t
even share my photos online for fear that she’d see it. As the anticipation built, I became antsy. I wanted to share this work so bad!
Finally the day came, and it was no
disappointment. She opened it with
a squee, even after she had already
guessed what it was from the shape
of the package.

She was in love, and I
was ecstatic.
And of course, shortly after, I shared it
with the world online with the enthusiasm of a schoolgirl.
It didn’t take me long to move onto
the next project. I thought my work
with this painting was done. But as
time went on, I still felt a slight tinge
of attachment to it. Like something
wasn’t quite finished yet. I went on
ignoring it, just thinking that perhaps
deep inside I had wished to keep it
for myself.
But I was wrong.

It wasn’t until almost five years after that very first seed was planted,
that I finally completed the creative cycle and laid this painting to
rest in my soul.
You see, another friend had asked me to share about a painting in
which I was in complete creative flow, and this wave painting came
right to mind. Little did she know, that that innocent question would
lead to transformation.
As I wrote to her about this painting, and how it so naturally flowed
from me, I realized that I had never given it proper acknowledgement before. I had never sat down to actually think about my experience with it.

And as I had this awakening while sharing my
story, I felt the painting lift from my heart.
For that was the missing piece… reflection. Then, and only then, I was
finally able to let it go.
To the outside eye, perhaps they would say it only took me a few
days to create that painting. But for me, the experience lasted nearly
five whole years…
and I wouldn’t have had it any other way.

“The creative process is not
controlled by a switch you
can simply turn on or off;

it’s with you all the time.”

~Alvin Ailey

Mandala Making on the Beach
Just because my natural process can take years to circle around,
doesn’t mean it’s always that way. Sometimes inspiration just strikes
and I move quickly… especially if I get inspired by a trend, or another
artist’s work.
And that’s exactly what happened last weekend. I’ve been seeing
a lot of mandalas online lately, and I’ve fallen in love with them. So I
dragged the family to the beach on a mission!
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{COMMUNITY STORIES}

How Do You Honor Your Own Unique
Creative Process?
The creative process shows up in so many different ways. We each
have our own unique way of approaching our creative projects and
life itself. In knowing this, I reached out to a few creative friends and
asked them how they honored their creative process. Here’s what
they’ve shared:

“You are not the river. These are the words I
find myself coming back to again and again.
“The river – creativity – runs through me, but
I don’t need to make the river flow. I do not
create independently, but cooperatively with
it. Any creation I try to do alone will not have
the same depth or nourishment for myself or
others, as that which is gathered from the river.
So I dedicate myself to learning the ways of the river, so I don’t lose
touch with it when it turns away from me or goes underground.
“My commitment as a person who chooses to create professionally
is to maintain my relationship to the river, to keep myself open – body
and mind – to this flow, to work to shift the things that block it. These
are often things unrelated to my “art” – it might be a relationship, or a
financial issue. My job is to take care of these worldly things and stay
in connection with the source, so that the words and images can flow
through me. Sometimes it is a torrent, at other times a trickle. My job
is to turn up again and again, in faith, in gratitude, with my bowl in
hand.” ~Lucy Pearce of dreamingaloud.net
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“For me, art making is play, catharsis, and
prayer. Art has been such a healing force in
my life, I try to share it with others in as many
ways as I can, both as an art therapist and in
my work teaching.
“My personal art focuses mostly on art journaling and painting. My goal is to stay out of the
way and let the art emerge naturally.
“Occasionally I plan or sketch out a painting, but generally I focus on
staying loose, and try to follow the natural lines that appear in front of
me. It’s very exciting to see what emerges. I step back frequently to
get a wider perspective, work in layers over time, and try to be
curious about what the images have to teach me about life and
beauty.” ~ Amy Maricle of mindfulartstudio.com

“I’ve learned not to push or force it. For me
the power lies in giving myself permission not
to do it if I’m not feeling it. I’ve found that creativity ebbs and flows, like any of life’s cycles,
and that working with that and honouring it
actually helps me make better art.
“Creativity is not limited to a single channel for
any of us; if I’m not feeling the painting I will
direct my energies elsewhere, usually to photography or writing, or in
the kitchen.
“One of my biggest lessons has been {and continues to be!} learning to listen instead of forcing my own agenda on it.” ~Tara Leaver of
taraleaver.com
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Studio Reflections
As I pondered about these thoughts on the fluid ways of creativity
and the element of water, I explored the concepts with my art as
well.
I approached this first painting
with my natural creative process;
which means I spent the majority of my time in the gathering
phase, letting the painting present
itself to me.
I set the intention of creating a
painting that reflects my thoughts
on water, then let it sit and mull
around in my mind until I got a
clear vision of what I would paint.
I let my thoughts wander around
the ways water takes shape: rushing streams, ice, fog, snow, pouring rain, waves in the ocean,
sweat on your brow…
And as I marveled at how many different ways water presents itself, I
began to see light and dark.
It intrigued me that water could be healing, cleansing, and full of
gentle wonder, yet at the same time it could be devastating, disastrous, and even deadly. When this thought came to mind, I immediately pictured a Yin Yang - a symbol of duality forming a whole. I
knew right then… that’s what I had to paint.
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For this second painting, I
decided to try another
approach.
I spent a mere five minutes in
the gathering phase, only long
enough to collect the supplies
I wanted to use.
I wanted to see what would
come out if I just approached
the canvas with the thought of
water, and letting the creative
spirit flow through me.
I often get stuck when
approaching a blank canvas
in this manner, and it ends up
turning into a “big hot mess”...

But I pushed the notion of failure aside, and detached myself from
creating something beautiful.
I gave myself permission to make that big hot mess, and took one
step at a time, delighting in the process.
And I don’t think it turned out half bad!
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Final Thoughts
I hope this little book gave you the courage to redefine creativity, to
take a look at your own process, and inspired you to get creating.
You are so beautifully unique, and so is your creative process. Forget
what everyone else is doing… what works for YOU?
May your journey be ever blessed with inspiration and love.

A Little About Me
Hi, I’m Kristal! I’m a wife, mother, creativity guide, and a mixed media artist on a
mission to help others reclaim their creative magic, reconnect with their Soul’s
wisdom, and realize their brilliance so
they can lead a more authentic, fulfilling life. I host online workshops that
gather women in community from all
around the world and write about creativity, authentic living, and musings on
life’s big questions over on my website
and blog at kristalnorton.com
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We trust nature to know what it is
doing, but we are not nearly so kind,
understanding, and trusting of our own
rhythms and cycles.
It’s ridiculous
that we are so hard on ourselves.
Can we not trust that the very same
forces that created the rhythms and
cycles of nature created our own?
Of course we can.
We often don’t,
but we can,
if we remember.
~Jeffrey R. Anderson

